CLEOBURY MORTIMER, SHROPSHIRE l BEER

Hobsons Brewery is a local independent brewery that produces award winning regional ale available
in cask and bottle. Dedicated to an ethos of brewing with the finest quality locally sourced
ingredients teamed with sustainable technologies have earned the Shropshire brewer national and
regional awards for flavour, and green accolades for innovation.
Hobsons Brewery was born out of a desire to produce delicious regional ale in the quaint market
town of Cleobury Mortimer bordering the counties of Shropshire and Worcestershire. Some 20 years
on from its initial conception in 1993 Hobsons has grown from a small microbrewery into one of the
leading breweries in the region and one of the most sustainable in the UK!

Old Henry
A rich auburn ale with complex malty flavours and a richness balanced
by the clean hoppy finish. A signature brew for Henry Hobson that
embodies the Hobsons art of brewing beyond their weight.
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Manor is a bitter amber ale with crisp refreshing flavour and biscuit
overtones. Brewed with locally sourced Maris Otter malting barley and
finished with Challenger and Cascade hops.
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Old Prickly
A pale ale full of hop flavour and brewed with Columbus and Lubelski hops
to give this beer a complex flavour of floral and citrus notes. Locally sourced
Maris Otter malting barley is used to brew this beer which has become a firm
favourite and permanent beer.

Postmans Knock
Postman's Knock is a beer offering an intelligent blend of complex
ingredients, the rich brown beer with a smooth fine head has a very
chocolately character. The combination of subtle flavour notes of vanilla,
treacle and roast malt gives an initial rich sweetness leading to a velvety
chocolate finish.
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Hobsons Dhustone Stout is a smooth easy drinking stout with
underlying liquorice notes. The dark stout is brewed with Maris Otter
malting barley sourced through our network of local growers and
hop varieties Fuggles, Progress and Columbus.
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Town Crier
Town Crier is a full-flavoured golden ale with a big voice. The elegant straw
coloured bitter has a hint of sweetness which is complemented by subtle
hop flavours leading to a dry finish. The nose of crisp fruit is apparent with
a refreshing balance of taste, a bitter which is supremely consistent and
full of flavour.

Twisted Spire
Hobsons Twisted Spire is a beer with all round appeal. It's a quenching low
gravity beer with a nice bitterness in flavour and refreshing bursts of hop
flavour which lingers through to a crisp dry finish.

Gift Box
The Hobsons Brewery Gift Pack Selections are is the
perfect gift for a real ale enthusiast! You can choose between;
4 x 500ml bottles
or
6 x 500ml bottles
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